
5 Most Popular Crazy Tools to 

Explode Your Life

1.  Is it a choice, or is it a question? Or is it both?
Remember you have choice – choose often and don’t doubt yourself.  Don’t get locked into a 
choice that is supposed to be right – then there is no more space to create more.
Ask questions – they create space and choice – and leave it out there.  This is one of the 
hardest parts – the waiting.  Put it out there and wait for the universe to respond – it will.  Be 
willing to accept how it shows up – it usually isn’t how you thought – destroy your 
expectations – they will only lock you into one possible answer.

2.  Light/Heavy Tool.
If its light it’s a truth, if its heavy it’s a lie.  So check in – what does it feel like? The first 
response, no matter how much it may or may not make sense is the correct one, don’t 
overthink it.

3.  What else is possible?  What would it take?
Ask this often  and add what you would like to change – for instance what would it take for me 
to have the body I desire, endless amounts of money in my bank account, an amazing job, a 
successful business, etc. – and leave the question out there so it can be created – make sure 
you are willing to have something however it shows up – not just in the way you think it 
should show up

4.  Talk to your clothes
Everything we have is made of energy, so why wouldn’t what you wear be – it has an energy 
signature too.  Go to your closet and ask, what can I wear today to ……”make money, attract a 
man, make a good impression, etc.” Run your hand over your close and it will pick out what 
you should be wearing.

5.  An interesting point of view
Use this when dealing with conflict, family, other uncomfortable or negative situations.  This is 
what you say to yourself when you get irritated or in an argument or there is a situation that is 
pushing your buttons.  Keep saying that it’s an interesting point of view and the charge on 
whatever is happening will start to dissipate.  Don’t get discouraged if this doesn’t happen 
right away – it takes time to form a new habit and a new way of thinking to create more in  
your life.

Bonus Tool
How does it get better than this?  
When you ask, even if something crappy happens, it will only get better.  I use this ALL the 
time!


